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REPORT OF THE INVESTIGATION COMMITTEE OF THE 
AMERICAN FARM ECONOMIC ASSOCIATION. 

The committee on investigations submitted the following report for 

1919: 
A large number of economic problems present themselves at this 

time in a very forcible manner. Their, importance can hardly be 

enumerated in their order, inasmuch as each locality may find one 

more important than the other for their conditions. With this under 

standing, the committee has attempted to present some of the most 

pressing problems with which we must contend at the present time. 

I. Price Relationships. 

Price relationship studies should be made with two objects in view. 

A. To compare the price of farm products measured in terms of 

currency as well as labor with that of manufactured products. 
B. To assist in interpreting the possible trend of production for the 

various agricultural enterprises. 

II. Future Production. 

Studies should be made on the economic future of general agri 
cultural production, as well as the individual enterprises of agricul 
tural production to interpret the probable trend it will take during 
the future. This will require information concerning the demands 

for agricultural products in America, from both home and foreign 
markets. 

III. Marketing. 

A. The economics of marketing should be studied in such a way 
that the cost of distribution, the practices of distribution, and the 

clear relation of the cost of different practices followed in distribu 

tion would be obtained. This should serve a two-fold purpose, 

namely, to acquaint the public, including both the consumer and pro 

ducer, with the facts concerning the profits obtained by the distribu 

tor. If these facts were known, probably we would have far less 

propaganda concerning profiteering, an all too common suspicion that 

the distributor is taking too large a toll for his services. Such sus 

picion is detrimental to both producer and consumer. 
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5. To determine good and bad economic marketing practices now 

existing. 

IV. Farm Capitalization. 

The matter of financing a farm is becoming more complex from 

year to year. Successful methods of acquiring farms by the present 

day farmers should be obtained in a more comprehensive way. Re 

sults of such investigational work would be of very great value for 

the individual and the State. State or Federal action taken to assist 

the farmer in acquiring and capitalizing a farm will need such infor 

mation as a sound basis. 

V. Land Tenure. 

The increased number of tenant farms brings that problem to the 

front and will require careful action to meet it properly. Investiga 
tions concerning forms of tenancy which makes a tenant, as well as 

the community in which he resides, prosperous, both as an individual 

and a community, should be conducted in different regions of the 

United States. What is.the most desirable lease for a tenant? How 
can he become an owner ? Is his status as a citizen equal in efficiency, 

opportunity and enjoyment of life as the owners? If not, why not? 

VI. Farm Labor. 

The phenominal prosperity of city industries has made the farm 

labor problem acute and in some cases distressing. On the other 

hand, we find that certain farmers appear to have no trouble with the 

farm labor, which is in direct contrast to others who have suffered 

material hardship through the scarcity of labor or their inability to 

obtain satisfactory farm labor. Under what conditions do we find 

farm labor most efficient and best satisfied? What is needed to 

make farm labor contented and willing to remain on the farms ? Is 

it housing, social conditions, more pay, shorter hours, easier work, 
nature of work, or attitude of the employer? 

VII. Machinery and Equipment. 

The machinery and equipment of a farm should be investigated 
with a viewpoint of obtaining more basic information concerning the 
cost of machinery in production as well as efficiency of kinds of ma 

chinery in production. The farm tractor and truck are making this 

problem a more complicated one. New and revised machinery is 
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continually calling for further information concerning the time and 

place for its use. 

VIII. Farm Organization. 

A. The organization of the individual farm as well as farm com 

munities, should be studied with the viewpoint of obtaining the best 

organization with the given conditions and pre,sent-day machinery. 
Prices of farm labor have advanced and more efficient machinery is 

being used to replace the labor leaving the farms. Will that affect 

the marginal land which is farmed at the present day? Will we have 

more or less abandoned farms ? 

B. In what way is the farm organization affected with the use of 

a tractor or truck? Will the farm be increased in size, will they 
grow larger acreages of some crops and less of others, will it affect 

the farm type and livestock production ? In what way will the farm 

truck affect the farms distant from the railroad in marketing the 

products ? 

IX. Farm Balance or Relation of the Farm Enterprises. 

The most economic farm balance of the communities should be 

investigated so as to make the farm a more efficient unit. Recent 

changes in machinery and markets are continually affecting the farm 
balance. 

X. Farm Enterprise Organization. 

The individual enterprises of the farm need material attention given 
to their proper organization from an economic viewpoint as a produc 
tional factor. A poultry farm should have what proportion of pul 
lets, what proportion of yearlings, and what proportion of older hens 
to make the most efficient poultry unit? A dairy herd should have 
how many heifers added each year to replace the cows which have 

passed their useful period in milk production When does this useful 

period end in the ordinary herd in a given section ? In what way will 
soil and climatic differences affect the cropping enterprises ? To what 
extent should one crop be curtailed and the other enlarged ? 

XI. Farm Practices and Maintaining Fertility. 

Livestock occupy a very important place in the maintenance of fer 

tility on the American farms. Should they be increased or decreased 
in a given community? To what extent do they actually influence 

fertility when measured in terms of crop yields? To what extent 
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can they be replaced when the sale of crops through livestock does 

not prove profitable when the question of fertility is ignored? In the 

vegetable gardening sections, in the trucking sections, and other inten 

sive cropping sections of the United States, to what extent can stable 

manure be profitably replaced through green manure crops and com 

mercial fertilizers? 

XII. Land Values. 

The price of farm lands has advanced materially in some sections 

of the United States. Has it followed the trend of the general infla 

tion or is a new price level established ? How much is speculation ? 

Have we reached the peak of land values for the present? 

Sectional Reports. 

South Atlantic, Gulf Coast and Lower Mississippi Valley States. 

i. Livestock as related to organization and economic returns on 

southern farms. These investigations to be planned and directed 
to determine : 

(a) The real place of livestock in the agriculture of the cotton, 

peanut and tobacco sections. 

(b) The most satisfactory classes and types of livestock to produce. 

(c) Most satisfactory system of livestock management for the 

Coastal Plains, Piedmont and Southern Mountain regions. 

(d) Pastures as related to farm management and livestock pro 
duction. 

(e) How to fit pastures into southern agriculture. 
(/) Farmers' experience in making and maintaining pastures. 

2. Farm organizations and the coordination of crop and livestock 

enterprises in : 

(a) Mountain regions of Virginia, North Carolina, South Caro 

lina, Tennessee, Georgia and Arkansas. 

(b) Tobacco and Grain Sections of the Piedmont Region. 

(c) Cotton and Grain Sections of the Piedmont Region. 

(d) Tobacco, peanut and cotton sections of the upper Coastal 
Plain region. 

3. Cost of production covering tobacco, cotton, peanuts, corn and 
several of the minor enterprises, in selected areas. 

4. Detailed study of enterprises and farm practices on successful 

farms. 
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